The Green Party takes no money from corporations.
Every election year, Democratic and Republican candidates receive millions of dollars from corporate contributors. As a result, they use their public office to serve the interests of wealthy, powerful corporations instead of working Americans. The greatest threat to democracy today is from the power of corporations, which control everything from our health care to neighborhood development. The corporations already own two political parties—it’s time that We the People have our own party.

VOTE PEACE—VOTE GREEN

Top 10 Reasons to Go Green

1. The Green Party takes no money from corporations.

2. The Green Party strongly opposed President Bush’s invasion of Iraq, while Democrats lined up in support.

3. The Green Party demands an end to the US dependence on oil, coal, and nuclear power in favor of safe and clean alternative energy and conservation to stop global warming from harming future generations.

4. The Green Party calls for national health insurance.

5. The Green Party supports living wages for every working American and strong, democratic unions.

6. The Green Party Party calls for a halt to “War Drugs” and demands same drug laws.

7. The Green Party says that corporations have no right to take people’s homes.

8. The Green Party helps community leaders run for public office.


10. The Green Party is dedicated to the power of people to control their own lives.

Fixing democracy

Abraham Lincoln called democracy “government of the people, by the people, and for the people.”

Millions of Americans no longer bother to vote, because they feel voting is useless and the usual game of Democracy vs. Republicans has little effect on their lives.
The Green Party calls for important steps to restore the power of the people:

- Proportional Representation, to ensure that minority populations as well as majorities get fair representation (More information: fairvote.org)
- Legislation guaranteeing our right to vote in national elections
- Paper ballot trials to verify all votes and open-source software in all computer voting machines
- Instant Runoff Voting, to ensure that election results reflect the will of the majority of voters (More information: fairvote.org)


After John Kerry quickly conceded, Greens led the campaign to collect evidence that votes from African Americans and young people were obstructed or altered by Republican officials in Ohio in order to throw the election to Bush, and initiated the recount campaign. More information: www.votecb.org

10. The Green Party is dedicated to the power of people to control their own lives.

The Green Party won’t retreat on privacy rights, women’s reproductive rights, gay rights (including same-sex marriage), and other rights and freedoms because of pressure from religious extremists and corporations. Many Democrats have compromised on all these issues, and voted for repressive Republican legislation to limit people’s rights.

New Green Poll: 91% major Jason West supporting same-sex marriages in 2005.

The party of HOPE
The party of the 21st CENTURY